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PRESS RELEASE

Greetings,
Luckee Riddims is proud to announce the release of Fyah George´s new single “The Life Of A
Rudeboy”. The single will drop on all digital outlets accompanied by a video on January 20th
2017.
The Life Of A Rudeboy is a powerful song about life in the streets of Kingston over a classic
heavy one-drop riddim.
This release is both truly international and truly Jamaican. The track is produced and mixed by
Henrik “Pop-I” Seip and Espen “Easy” Hanssen in Oslo, Norway. The musicians come from
Norway, France and Jamaica. Vocals is recorded in Big Ship Studios, Jamaica, and mastering is
done by Augustus “Gussie” Clarke at Anchor Studios, Jamaica.
The Life Of A Rudeboy is the first release by Fyah George on Luckee Riddims. A string of other
heavyweight tunes from Fyah George is already lined up for release later in 2017.

Fyah George Bio
“Fyah” George Bailey was born on November 10, 1969 to Miss Cherry Lewis and Mr. Ivan Bailey
at the Victoria Jubilee Hospital. His first few years were spent in the White Hall community of
Kingston 8.
While attending primary school, his passion for music grew as he was able to perform for his
peers. Every day he would sing the songs of his favourite artists, including Dennis Brown, Bob
Marley and the Wailers, and Freddie McGregor.
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Fyah George’s first recording opportunity was in 1990 with Kirk Davis, a member of the
Shocking Vybz Studio. Later he has recorded with Leroy Sibbles, King Jammy and Kirk Dennis, to
name a few.
Fyah George has performed on shows like Nine Mile, Mx3, Launch Negril, Black History and
Summer Swizzle. He also performed on other around town shows and in the rural areas. His last
show was at Ganja Extravaganza 2016 at the Student Union, UWI Mona Campus amongst the
likes of Sizzla, Richie Spice, Leroy Sibbles and Tyrikal.
Fyah George has also shared stage with Luciano, Admiral Tibett, Beenie Man, Burning Spear,
Silver Cat and Jimmy Cliff just to name a few.
During his years in the music business he has worked with several charities and peace initiatives
doing motivational speeches and entertaining.
Fyah George is motivated to continue his work as a musician to teach the right things to all.
Worldwide he will be going to higher heights with his electrifying presentation.
Fyah George is a righteous Rastafarian whose philosophy includes “Hold your head up high”,
“Keep it above the water” and “Fight for what you believe”.
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